
Germanna, none of which really impressed others
as he wanted); Thomas Jefferson, especially in his
comments in Notes on the State of Virginia (1785),
which she sees as directed to a European elite,
rather than to his fellow Virginians; and William
Henry Harrison, whose building projects as gover-
nor of the Indiana Territory included Grouseland
in Vincennes, begun 1801; his town plan for
Jeffersonville of the following year; and his formally
created weatherboarded house in North Bend, Ohio,
of the mid 1810s, which encased a log cabin. Iron-
ically, it was the log cabin, rather than the formal
architecture, that contributed to his political suc-
cess in the presidential election of 1840, showing
that the idea of the Virginia prodigy house was no
longer effective by that date.

Finally, Mooney concludes that these grand
houses have maintained their appeal, even though
they may not have succeeded as well as their cre-
ators may have hoped in separating them from the
masses, although they certainly did that, too. The
result is an important and valuable study, marshal-
ing a tremendous amount of research in an attempt
to interpret a time-honored subject in a new way.
Extensively illustrated in black and white, the book
makes a significant contribution to our understand-
ing of the interweaving of architectural, social, eco-
nomic, and political history in colonial Virginia.

Damie Stillman

University of Delaware

Book Reviews
Bryan Clark Green. In Jefferson’s Shadow: The Archi-
tecture of Thomas R. Blackburn. New York: Princeton
Architectural Press in association with the Virginia
Architectural Society, 2006. 272 pp.; 60 black-and-
white figures, 120 color plates, bibliography, in-
dex. $50.00.

As Richard Guy Wilson notes in his foreword to
In Jefferson’s Shadow: The Architecture of Thomas R.
Blackburn, the discovery of over 100 architectural
drawings and related contracts and specifications
charting the life’s work of an early nineteenth-
century carpenter turned contractor is ‘‘possibly
the most important collection to come to light and
receive scholarly treatment in several decades’’
(xi). The Virginia Historical Society (VHS) bought
the three irregularly bound volumes offered by a
dealer in upstate New York in 1999, conserved
them, and made them accessible to the public. Bryan
Clark Green, then photographic curator with the
VHS, made the collection the subject of his dis-

sertation at the University of Virginia, and his text
provides an introduction to what is essentially a gen-
erously sized, elegantly crafted catalogue raisonné.

The volume’s polish does credit to a talented
and productive individual. Thomas R. Blackburn
lived between 1795 and 1867, during which time he
worked as a carpenter in rural Spotsylvania County,
Virginia, and from there he joined hundreds of
such workers across the East Coast and Britain
seeking employment building Thomas Jefferson’s
University of Virginia. After being recommended by
Dabney Minor, one of the construction supervisors
at the university, Blackburn was offered a position as
a carpenter or mechanic on the West Range in
1821. As quickly as it began, work concluded in
1825 on all buildings except the rotunda, and
Blackburn, like many others, set out to see where his
skills and reputation would take him. Partnering
with William B. Phillips, a brick mason who also had
been employed at the university, Blackburn com-
pleted five houses in Albemarle County by 1831. By
1834 or 1835, he headed west, setting his sights on
the frontier town of Staunton and making it his
home and center of building operations until his
death in 1867. In Staunton, Blackburn designed and
probably built the Augusta County Courthouse of
1835–36. At about the same time, he began work as
the resident architectural and landscape designer,
carpenter, and mechanical engineer for the Western
Lunatic Asylum, whose main building of 1828 had
been designed by William F. Small Jr. and was con-
structed by various former University of Virginia
carpenters. Prominent design work by Blackburn
included the North Building of 1838, the Additional
Building of 1841, a dining room and chapel of 1841,
and various schemes for the grounds and garden
structures and other improvements completed
through 1862, the date of Blackburn’s last known
architectural drawing. While employed with the asy-
lum, Blackburn designed a number of houses;
worked on mechanical systems, design, and con-
struction for the Virginia Institution for the Educa-
tion of the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind between
1840 and 1846; and built the Masonic Hall of
1851–52 in Staunton, his last documented design.
Blackburn worked hard, adjusted to the changing
economy, developed numerous skills, and ultimately
established himself as a trusted authority in building.

This volume, however, is hardly the depiction of
just an ordinary builder. The single most impressive
aspect of the book is how dominated it is by ‘‘the
mentor,’’ Thomas Jefferson, and his ‘‘message of
classical order, appropriate detail, and good build-
ing practices’’ (xii). This quote from Richard Guy
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Wilson’s foreword sets the tone, as do his references
to ‘‘Jefferson’s impact,’’ ‘‘Jefferson’s architectural rev-
olution,’’ and ‘‘Jefferson’s hand’’ (xii). Wilson notes
how workmen such as Blackburn ‘‘spread the word
about classicism as the basis of American design’’ (xii)
and how by looking at Blackburn’s drawings one is
‘‘permitted to see with much greater clarity Jefferson’s
role as catalyst in the creation of an authentic Amer-
ican architecture’’ (xiii). Ultimately, Green concludes,
‘‘the architecture of Thomas Blackburn, and the in-
fluence he wielded on those around him, are per-
haps the clearest example of Thomas Jefferson’s
successful attempt to reform the architecture of
Virginia’’ (81).

The question of influence is clearly significant.
Fully three-quarters of the chapter about Blackburn’s
work at the University of Virginia emphasizes
Jefferson and his influences. Exactly what such
influences were and how they were carried out is
not so easily documented. Green nevertheless builds
his case for Blackburn’s importance by presenting
him as an acolyte of Jefferson. To do so, he metic-
ulously documents the careers of two of Jefferson’s
master builders, James Dinsmore and John Neilson,
who were both in contact with Blackburn and about
whom more is known than about Blackburn, and
provides an extended discussion of architectural
literature.

The discussion of architectural books tightens
the link between Blackburn and Jefferson. Black-
burn copied some eighteen pages from The Archi-
tecture of A. Palladio, in Four Books, using the Leoni
edition published in 1715–20. He did this at a time
when only three copies existed in Virginia. Just as
the extremely rare edition of Palladio seems to
have been Jefferson’s, so too does the actual instruc-
tion of Blackburn appear to have been by Neilson,
who was known to have been a skilled draftsman
and watercolorist and whose will attests to precisely
the same sort of copied drawing as actually found in
Blackburn’s hand. A chapter on the Albemarle
County houses built after the end of work on the
university continues the effort to connect Black-
burn and Jefferson.

Ultimately, however, Blackburn and Jefferson’s
connection seems overstated. Only one mention of
actual mentoring by Jefferson is given, but that is
regarding a different worker, Dabney Cosby, and
was only noted decades after the fact in Cosby’s
obituary of 1862. Footnotes reveal that aside from
the letter of recommendation and letters deter-
mining his pay rate, there was actually only one
mention of Blackburn on the university payrolls,
but that is explained away by the practice of paying

through subcontractors. It is not the lack of ver-
ifiable interaction that raises concerns, however.
Instead, it is the relentlessly triumphal tone assert-
ing Blackburn and Jefferson’s absolute concor-
dance that turns what could be a solid history of an
impressive individual resting on a major discovery
of notable documents into hero worship. Such is
the emphasis on Jefferson that fully two-thirds of
the chapter titles, not to mention the title of the
book as a whole, assert his preeminence. One chap-
ter, with the revealing title ‘‘Stepping out of the
Shadow: Blackburn’s Move to Staunton,’’ suggests
that Blackburn will finally stand on his own, but al-
though Green celebrates the Augusta County Court-
house, perhaps Blackburn’s most notable work, he
not surprisingly finds it ‘‘a full-blown example of
Jeffersonian classicism, perhaps the purest exam-
ple of Jeffersonian civic architecture ever constructed
by one of Jefferson’s workmen’’ (45). Green acknowl-
edges that Blackburn showed ‘‘technical innovation,’’
‘‘practical innovation,’’ and addressed ‘‘new architec-
tural problems,’’ but in his perspective, these solely
provide ‘‘rich evidence of the efforts of Jefferson’s
followers to shape their mentor’s architectural
legacy’’ (81).

The depiction of Blackburn as an ordinary car-
penter drawing on a multiplicity of references and
adapting his design ideals to the various exigencies
of locale, commission, and workforce is relatively
weakened. Perhaps the most generous apprecia-
tion of Blackburn’s diverse sources is for an uniden-
tified commercial building that is described as ‘‘a
wonderful mixture of sources, including Palladio
(the elevation), Benjamin and Biddle (the fan
lights), and Jefferson (the use of brick body and
wood details)’’ (73; see also pl. 100, 227). But when
Blackburn’s forms elude exact attribution or fail to
fit his art historical lineage, there is a palpable sense
of frustration. Likewise, Green’s connoisseurship
seems awkward when addressing the folk aspects of
Blackburn’s work. A drawing combining an eleva-
tion of a portico with an elaborate separate study of
griffins flanking a monument with the name of the
project, for example, is referred to simply as having
‘‘a lively style’’ (165, pl. 56).

Indeed, much is sidelined in Green’s overrid-
ing interest in promoting Blackburn as Jefferson’s
acolyte. Particularly prominent in Blackburn’s later
work but relatively marginalized in Green’s text is
the extensive engineering work for the mechanical
plants of large institutional buildings that Blackburn
seemed to specialize in. Little in the text addresses
Blackburn’s commercial incentives or his careful at-
tention to costs, including or excluding details such
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as toplights, fanlights, or transoms to control expen-
ditures (26, 34). Ultimately, the efforts made to as-
sociate Blackburn with Jefferson do not extend much
further than the range of design elements present
in various facades and some limited interior spaces.
This may be suitable to a quick visual overview of the
extensive contents of this collection of drawings but
not to the life behind them.

In conclusion, although the reader may or may
not agree with Green’s assessment that the ‘‘work-
man most profoundly affected by his time with
Thomas Jefferson was Thomas R. Blackburn, an
idea suggested and preserved by his architectural
drawings’’ (79), one will certainly note that such is
the case in Green’s treatment of him. It would be a
fitting complement to this adulation of elite as-
sociation if future researchers could use this in-
credible collection and bring Blackburn out from
Jefferson’s shadow and into the richly mottled light
of everyday practice and into his own.

Daves Rossell

Savannah College of Art and Design

Book Reviews
The Knight of Glin and James Piell. Irish Fur-
niture: Woodworking and Carving in Ireland from the
Earliest Times to the Act of Union. New Haven, CT:
Yale University Press, 2007. 323 pp.; 100 black-and-
white and 400 color illustrations, bibliography,
index. $125.00.

Irish furniture has, at times, a pronounced accent
while remaining within the British tradition. As
Anthony Garvan notes, Ulster ‘‘plantations’’ mirror
the colonial American experience.1 It is these af-
finities that have sometimes created difficulties in
distinguishing between Irish and American furni-
ture of the eighteenth century.2

Irish Furniture does much to sort out such prob-
lems of attribution. The authors have produced a
sumptuous compendium of facts with an ‘‘object-
based’’ emphasis that largely leaves interpretation to
the reader (5). Despite the caveat that it was not in-
tended to encompass ‘‘materials and workmanship,’’
the authors’ consideration of timber provides a re-
curring theme through the volume, including, for
example, the Hibernian fondness for using yew
trees (99–102). However, there is little discussion

of the way in which the employment of these var-
ious materials influenced the resulting products. For
example, the use of European walnut and Honduras
mahogany encouraged simple forms that best re-
vealed the character of the grain. However, Amer-
ican walnut and Cuban mahogany, despite their
many virtues, lacked ‘‘figure’’ but encouraged carved
elaboration.3

The authors’ decision to minimize their discus-
sion of such utilitarian issues is strange. A some-
what archaeological/material culture approach
might have offered much in view of what they per-
ceived to be ‘‘the lack of documentation, partic-
ularly accounts and bills’’ (3). It is evident that as
their research evolved, this supposed lack was a
deficiency that was relative, rather than absolute.
Irish Furniture encompasses an impressive range of
coeval reports from public prints, letters, diaries,
novels, and trade labels, as well as recently discov-
ered accounts and bills.

The five chapters that chronicle Irish Furniture
by period are followed by an illustrated catalog of
examples grouped by furniture type. The volume
concludes with John Rogers’s ‘‘The Dictionary of
Irish Furniture Makers’’ (271–95). The inclusion
of wood carvers in the subtitle is fully justified, as
these pages document entire dynasties of house and
furniture carvers. These tradesmen were trained
wood carvers who often turned to working stone—a
translation of skills seldom if ever possible in the
opposite direction.

Irish Furniture is concerned with the elite and
their position in Hibernian life and politics.4 In
this account, the furniture does not stand alone but
is seen in the context of its social and architectural
setting, down to specific examples and the individ-
ual rooms that it inhabited. This concern with the
material culture of the ‘‘Ascendency’’ (a term used
to describe the dominant Anglo-Irish aristocracy)
inevitably touches on the question of absentee land-
lords. As early as 1738, it was felt that ‘‘an estate suf-
fers as much by the absence of the landlord, as a
ship does by the want of a captain when the crew is
left to themselves’’ (61). Certainly the Irish squire-
archy, like the aristocracy when resident, were known
for their ‘‘bawdy, fox-hunting and heavy drinking’’

1 Anthony Garvan, Architecture and Town Planning in Colonial
Connecticut (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1951), 114–20.

2 The authors tell us that David Stockwell sometimes retailed
Irish furniture as American (152).

3 Herbert L. Edlin, What Wood Is That? A Manual of Wood
Identification (Hertford: Davies, 1994), 156–59; and Ralph Fast-
nedge, English Furniture Styles (London: Penguin, 1964), 106.

4 The vernacular tradition will be found in E. Estyn Evans, Irish
Folkways (London: Routledge, 1988); and Claudia Kinmonth, Irish
Country Furniture, 1700–1950 (New Haven, CT: Yale University
Press, 1993).
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